
1. RULES AND REGULATIONS

EXTRA is subject to the Rules and Regulations Respecting Lotteries and Gaming of Western Canada Lottery Corporation (WCLC) WHICH 
INCLUDE LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM WCLC UPON REQUEST.

2. ISSUANCE OF TICKETS

To participate, a person must present a completed selection slip for DAILY GRAND, LOTTO 6/49, WESTERN 649, LOTTO MAX, WESTERN 
MAX, or PICK 3 with the EXTRA box or boxes marked "YES", or request the EXTRA to be entered when requesting a DAILY GRAND, LOTTO 
6/49, WESTERN 649,  LOTTO MAX, WESTERN MAX or PICK 3 Quick Pick ticket (where all selections are computer generated), and pay the 
authorized retailer $1 for each EXTRA number to be entered. Each of DAILY GRAND, LOTTO 6/49, WESTERN 649, LOTTO MAX, WESTERN 
MAX and PICK 3 are hereinafter individually referred to as a "Host Game".

For participating EXTRA numbers, the word "ENTERED" will appear on the Host Game ticket beneath the 7-digit EXTRA number or numbers 
and the ticket will be entered in the EXTRA draw on the draw date(s) which correspond to the Host Game draw date(s) listed on the ticket 
If the words "NOT ENTERED" appear on the Host Game ticket beneath the 7-digit EXTRA number generated, the ticket will not participate in 
the EXTRA draw on the draw date(s) which correspond to the Host Game draw date(s) listed on the ticket.

3. DRAW

On each draw date for a Host Game, WCLC will cause one 7-digit EXTRA number to be drawn at random from among all numbers in a field 
from 1000000 to 6999999.

4. WINNING SELECTIONS

A participating EXTRA number on a ticket is a Winning Selection if, when compared to the 7-digit EXTRA number drawn on the correspond-
ing draw date, it matches:

all 7 digits *
the last 6 digits *
the last 5 digits *
the last 4 digits *
the last 3 digits *
the last 2 digits *
the last 1 digit
* in the exact order drawn

5. WINNING TICKETS

Any valid ticket for any draw bearing any Winning Selection of such draw is a Winning Ticket and entitles its holder(s) to claim, for each such 
Winning Selection, a prize calculated in accordance with Section 7 hereof. Only one prize per  Winning Selection may be claimed.

6. ADVANCE PLAY

If a ticket becomes a Winning Ticket on an EXTRA draw and the ticket is eligible for additional draws following the draw date for which it 
is eligible to win an EXTRA prize, the prize will be paid and a Replacement Ticket bearing the same selections as the original ticket will be 
issued for the remaining outstanding draws for which the original ticket is eligible. Upon such Replacement Ticket being issued, the original 
ticket is void.
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7. PRIZES

Prizes are determined as follows:
WINNING SELECTION: PRIZE:
all 7 digits * $250,000
the last 6 digits * $100,000
the last 5 digits * $1,000
the last 4 digits * $100
the last 3 digits * $50
the last 2 digits * $10
the last 1 digit $2
* in the exact order drawn

8. PRIZE CLAIMS

Prizes must be claimed in the manner stated on the back of the ticket within one year following the draw date for the applicable Winning 
Selection.

9. EFFECTIVE DATE

The EXTRA Game Conditions and Prize Structure Statement described herein take effect October 18, 2016.

Signed with original signature
David N. Loeb, President,
Western Canada Lottery Corporation
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